This feature presents themes arising from the Integrated Computational Imaging Systems topical meeting sponsored by the OSA in fall 2001. These themes revolve around joint design of digital and analog image processing to improve the specificity and efficiency of optical image sensors.
Introduction

This feature issue on Integrated Analysis and Design of Analog and Digital Processing in Imaging Systems
͑IADIS͒ showcases integrated computational imaging systems: "integrated" refers to joint design of optical, optoelectronic, analog electronic, and digital processing. Computational imaging requires ͑1͒ analog-todigital conversion, as in electronic focal planes; ͑2͒ powerful and ubiquitous digital processing resources; and ͑3͒ creative and robust sampling and processing algorithms. Whereas ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ have been available in some form for 20 years, incremental advances over the years have dramatically improved the range of operation. Only in the past 5 years has computation reached a level of ubiquity that one can expect realtime image processing within cameras ͑as in real-time image correction and compression͒. More-advanced systems in which compression and processing are implemented on the focal plane itself are only now leaving the research lab, although pioneering components have already come to market as optical mice.
The functions of an imaging system may be separated into ͑a͒ source data acquisition, ͑b͒ source estimation, and ͑c͒ source visualization. In conventional focal systems these three functions are combined on the focal plane. With the increasing ubiquity of electronic sensor systems and digital processing, however, separation and independent optimization of these functions are increasingly attractive. Separating these functions casts doubt on many conventional assumptions in imaging system design. For example, the number of pixels in a visualized image is not necessarily equal to or less than the number of pixels in the sampling focal plane, color channels need not necessarily be captured independently, source identification and tracking need not necessarily be proceeded by full image construction, and focal regions within a source space need not necessarily be two dimensional.
Despite the 20-year history of electronic focal planes, the community has only recently begun to think outside the box and to move outside the camera in designing optical imaging systems. Since the mid-1980s, Tom Cathey has been a leader in visualizing how computational imaging systems could extend the functionality of conventional design. His continuing leadership is well-represented in the papers included here. The OSA topical meeting on Integrated Computational Imaging Systems ͑ICIS͒ was held in the fall of 2001 and included participation from several pioneering groups at the University of Arizona and from outposts of imaginative design across the nation. The community has clearly demonstrated that imaging systems could be substantially different from focal design, and the information theoretic branch has shown that substantial data transfer and analysis advantages may result from these new designs. From the hopeful start represented by the small subset of examples presented here, one may expect this community to grow substantially as item ͑3͒ develops to leverage ͑1͒ and ͑2͒. 
